
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Special Incident Report 

Frequently Asked Questions 


Q1 Why is it necessary to submit the Special Incident Report? 

R1 The public and the media have high expectation of the transparency of social 
welfare services as well as the account and follow-up of the special incidents. 
As mentioned in the Social Welfare Department’s (SWD’s) letter of 28 March 
2017, the new reporting requirement is essential to facilitate immediate 
follow-up on the special incidents by SWD and the non-governmental 
organisations (NGOs) concerned. Such reporting requirements have been in 
place in residential care homes for the elderly (RCHEs) and residential care 
homes for persons with disabilities (RCHDs). This is an extension to include 
all subvented services for the reporting of special incidents. 

Q2 For subvented RCHEs licensed under the Residential Care Homes (Elderly 
Persons) Ordinance (Cap. 459) and subvented RCHDs licensed under the 
Residential Care Homes (Persons with Disabilities) Ordinance (Cap. 613), are 
they required to submit the new Special Incident Report? 

R2 No. They should continue to follow the existing practice of reporting 
significant incidents / special incidents to the Licensing Office of Residential 
Care Homes for the Elderly or the Licensing Office of Residential Care Homes 
for Persons with Disabilities, as the case may be, with the prescribed forms 
currently in use and, in respect of the special incidents mentioned in SWD’s 
letter of 28 March 2017, send a copy to the Subventions Section. 

Q3 If the incident happens in a day service unit before or during weekends / public 
holidays, it may not be able to complete the detailed investigation of the 
incident and submit the Special Incident Report within three days. 

R3 The Special Incident Report aims to facilitate immediate follow-up actions by 
SWD and the NGOs concerned. At the time of making the report, the NGO 
only needs to fill in the information available and it is not necessary to have 

already completed the investigation.  The NGO may submit the report not 
more than three working days following the special incident. 

Q4 For casework settings, the caseworkers are handling a large number of cases. 
The requirement for reporting “missing of service user(s) requiring police 
assistance” and “established / suspected cases of abuse of service user(s) by 
staff / other service user(s)” will increase their workload significantly as these 
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incidents happen frequently in their cases. 

R4  As stated at the footnote no. 1 of the Special Incident Report, only the 

special incidents which happen in the subvented service units and / or 
other places in the course of service delivery need to be reported. 

 The following examples help illustrate the cases in respect of which 

submission of Special Incident Report is not required -
 During an office interview (or a phone contact), a girl told the school 

social worker that she had been sexually abused by her father at home. 

Unless this case is drawing media attention, it is not necessary for the 
NGO to submit the Special Incident Report since the incident did not 
happen in the subvented service unit or other places in the course of 
service delivery. The case should however be handled according to 
the existing guidelines. 

 During an office interview (or a phone contact), a parent told the 
caseworker of an Integrated Family Service Centre that his / her son 
with behavioral problem was missing from home (or from school) 
again and he / she had reported the missing to the police.  Unless this 

case is drawing media attention, it is not necessary for the NGO to 
submit the Special Incident Report since the incident did not happen in 
the subvented service unit or other places in the course of service 
delivery. 

 The following examples help illustrate the cases in respect of which 

submission of Special Incident Report is required -
 A service user was found missing during a camping organised by an 

Integrated Children and Youth Services Centre and the staff reported 
the case to the police for assistance. The NGO is required to submit 
the Special Incident Report as the service user was missing in the 
course of NGO’s delivery of service and the incident was reported to 
the police. 

 In a Small Group Home, a child was sexually abused by another child 
(or a staff).  The NGO is required to submit the Special Incident 
Report as the incident happened in a subvented service unit. 

 During an outing organised by a Neighbourhood Elderly Centre, an 
elderly service user was physically abused by the staff.  The NGO is 
required to submit the Special Incident Report as the incident 
happened in the course of service delivery. 

Q5 What is the definition of abuse of a service user? 
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R5 The definition of abuse should be referred to the existing guidelines on handling 
various types of cases, which are listed below for easy reference -

 Procedural Guide for Handling Child Abuse Cases 
 Guideline for Handling Mentally Handicapped / Mentally Ill Adult 

Abuse Cases 
 Procedural Guide for Handling Intimate Partner Violence Cases 
 Procedural Guidelines for Handling Elder Abuse Cases 
 Procedural Guidelines for Handling Adult Sexual Violence Cases 

Q6 There will be a large number of reports on the special incident of “dispute 
requiring police assistance” as some service users are prone to reporting to the 
police on trivial disputes with other service users or NGO staff. 

R6 If the dispute results in physical injury to anybody and is reported to the police 
for assistance, the NGO is required to submit the Special Incident Report. 

Q7 Will SWD provide the English and Chinese Word versions of the Special 
Incident Report form? 

R7 The English and Chinese Word versions of the Special Incident Report form are 
now available on SWD’s website. The forms may be downloaded through the 
following link – 

http://www.swd.gov.hk/en/index/site_ngo/page_serviceper/sub_SpecialIncidents/ 

Social Welfare Department 
May 2017 
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